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Is this the next step for CPR?
Norman A. Paradis, MD
Abstract

The author observes that an incremental approach to improving
basic life support (BLS) has met with limited success. Rather than con-
tinuing to optimize each of the broadly different techniques for increas-
ing forward blood flow, we should evaluate a combination of
techniques. Because human providers would likely be unable to apply
such a combination, the next generation in the chain of survival, after
immediate manual BLS, should be a machine. As envisioned, this
machine would incorporate optimized circumferential constriction,
anteroposterior compression with forceful decompression, and partial
airway obstruction into one system—a combination of combinations.
This may enhance both forward flow and venous return. Incorporation
into a single device appears straightforward, and the mechanisms of
action have the potential of additive, or even synergistic, efficacy
when combined.

The modern age of resuscitation was ushered in by Kouwenhoven,
Jude, and Knickerbocker's report that application of anteroposterior
compression to an intact chest was associated with restoration of
circulation [1].

In retrospect, it is possible that their inclusion of patients with
halothane-associated loss of blood pressure may have overestimated the
efficacy of external chest compression in comparison to classical internal
cardiac massage [2,3]. But that did not matter. The remarkable fact that
no equipment was required to immediately initiate some perfusion to
the brain and heart made it reasonable to widely promulgate the tech-
nique without clinical trial validation. Unquestionably, BLS has saved
countless lives.

Although the last decade may have seen improvements in the neu-
rological outcomes of initially unconscious survivors of cardiac
arrest—possibly because of hypothermia—there is general frustration
that a large fraction of patients in cardiac arrest never achieve sustained
return of spontaneous circulation. We must ask if there are major
changes in the initial components of the chain of survival that might
dramatically increase the probability that return of spontaneous circula-
tion will be achieved.

Going forward, BLS based on hands and mouths will continue to be
widely used in thefirstmoments after suddendeath,whereas the defin-
itive technique in health care settings and on the arrival of advanced
providers will likely be some type of extracorporeal assisted circulation
[4]. Between these two ends of the resuscitative spectrum, there con-
tinues to be a need for something innovative in the middle: BLS that is
more than hands and mouths but less than invasive technologies.

Since its initial adoption, multiple improvements to BLS have been
proposed. While incremental changes in parameters such as the rates
of rescue breathing and chest compression have been widely adopted,
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qualitatively different techniques have not become routine. Although
it has been possible to demonstrate some improvement in outcome in
animal models with techniques such as abdominal counterpulsation
[5], circumferential constrict [6], and active decompression [7], the de-
gree of improvementhas been insufficient to result inwidespread adop-
tion. In almost all cases, truly innovative changes to BLS have not been
evaluated in clinical trials, have failed in clinical trials, or have had
only modest effectiveness when used clinically.

Our inability to significantly improve BLS has been both surprising
and disappointing. It is almost as if there is a limit to the amount of
forward flow that can be created noninvasively, and simply applying
vigorous compression to the chest as early as possible gets us close to
that limit. Alternative techniques or alteration of the standard technique
just doesn't seem to be associated with improvements in perfusion
sufficient to merit widespread clinical adoption.

What about optimizing every component of the standard tech-
nique? Force, depth, duration, downstroke, upstroke, release pattern,
hands-off time, and the fraction of time spent in interruptions could
all be optimized based on preclinical and theoretical data. Wouldn't
that give us our best shot at a major improvement in rate of return of
spontaneous circulation and hospital discharge with good neurological
outcome?

Yes, but the benefits of such optimization may already have oc-
curred, as evidence-based changes have beenmade at each of the recent
guideline revisions [8].

And truth be told, improvements in the rate of return of spontaneous
circulation have been modest at best and may principally reflect in-
creases in the fraction of time patients actually receive quality BLS.
The overall prognosis for patients suffering sudden death remains
poor. While the increased perfusion associated with invasive extracor-
poreal technologies will likely lead to demonstrable improvements in
return of spontaneous circulation, it is hard to imagine that this will
be the case for BLS tweaks in parameters such as rate, depth, and
hands-off patterns.

The litany of disappointing clinical trials leads me to believe that
further optimizing "plain-vanilla" BLS may be a dry hole. What is need-
ed is innovation that improves outcome sufficiently that the number
needed to treat for a survivor with good neurological outcome is low
enough that adoptionwould beworthwhile in the challenging environ-
ment of resuscitation medicine.

So, if we have gotten about as much as possible from incremental
optimization of classic BLS, what about completely new approaches?

Here too, the news has been mostly disappointing.
When it comes to truly new techniques of BLS, a pattern has

developed that is nowdecades old. Single innovations appear promising
in the hands of early innovators and enthusiasts but then fail when
examined independently [9–12]. Even when they survive the rigors of
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prospective randomized clinical trials [13], the effectiveness is deemed
insufficient to drive widespread acceptance.

Why?
I believe the explanation for this frustrating pattern is straightfor-

ward: the incremental gain in efficacy with single innovations is just
not of sufficient magnitude.

So what is to be done?
Rather than continuing to incrementally optimize BLS or trying al-

ternative techniques in a univariate manner, I propose that we consider
combining multiple techniques. Their efficacy may be at least partially
additive, and it is possible (if we are lucky) that such a combination
might even be synergistic.

But a combination of what?
Both the basic techniques and the innovations in BLS fall into 2 broad

groups: (1) techniques to directly create forward flow and (2) tech-
niques that enhance venous return. It is reasonable to assume that en-
hanced venous return primes the pump of the forward flow.

Examples of forward flow techniques include standard anteroposterior
chest compression and circumferential constriction [1,6]. Examples of
techniques that may enhance venous return include active decompres-
sion of the chest [7], abdominal counterpulsation [14], and partial air-
way obstruction during inhalation—the so-called impedance threshold
device [15].

The idea of combinations is not new. The impedance threshold
device has been combined with active decompression. Such a combina-
tion is among the very few CPR techniques associated with improved
long-term survival [13] and is the only BLS technique that has received
a modern FDA indication for use in the treatment of cardiac arrest.

And once we decide to incorporate multiple different tech-
niques into one enhanced form of BLS, we must consider doing so
using a machine because human beings would likely be incapable
of such combinations.

The promise of machine-based CPR has been around since Michigan
Instrumentsfirst developed their "Thumper" device in the 1960s. Unlike
human providers, machines allow combination and optimization of
multiple techniques and do not fatigue.

Unfortunately, in a pattern remarkably similar to clinical trials of
manual CPR, the clinical trials of mechanical devices have been disap-
pointing [12,16–18]. Similarly, once the initial innovation has been
mademechanical, further effort has been limited to incremental optimi-
zation or adaptations necessary to remain compliant with current
American Heart Association guidelines. Beyond the combination of the
impedance threshold device and active decompression already men-
tioned, the possibilities for combining techniques has rarely been inves-
tigated. This may reflect the intellectual property challenges inherent in
commercial development.

If we are going the route of machines incorporating multiple
innovations, which ones should we include?

In answering this question, it must be kept in mind that, although
mechanical and electrical innovations can occur quickly, the clinical
trials to evaluate efficacy are difficult and time consuming. The time
from completion of prototype to clinical trial results can easily be 5 to
10 years. So we must choose wisely and test aggressively during
preclinical evaluation in laboratory models.

Of particular importance, we should choose techniques that are
likely to fit together in a single coherent device without adding to the
complexity of getting that device on the patient. The underlying
mechanisms, to the extent they are understood, should potentially be
additive. If we are lucky (something the field of resuscitation research
tends not to be), there may be a component of synergy between
the techniques.

It goes without saying that we do not have the option of choosing
multiple techniques whose efficacy is robustly better than standard
CPR. Such a list would essentially be empty. But at least, we should
limit ourselves to innovations whose performance has been
reproducible—a list that is also remarkably short:
1. Anteroposterior chest compression [1]
2. Circumferential constriction, either fully circumferential via pneu-

matic vest or partially circumferential via a band [6]
3. Anteroposterior active decompression [19]
4. Transient inspiratory occlusion [20]

Two of the techniques, anteroposterior compression and circumfer-
ential constriction, are basic forms of CPR and likely induce forward
blood flow by thoracic or cardiac pump mechanisms. The other two
techniques, active decompression and transient inspiratory occlusion,
likely augment venous return.

Particularly intriguing, none of these techniques is mechanistically,
or even mechanically, exclusive. All four techniques could be combined
and would not of necessity interfere with each other. The combination
of anteroposterior compression and circumferential constriction into
one device holds the promise of a more effective forward pump. Addi-
tion of both active anteroposterior decompression and transient inspi-
ratory occlusion into the same system may enhance the priming of
that pump to a greater degree than either technique alone.

And, at least at a superficial level, the design and construction of a
next-generation device incorporating these techniques seem straight-
forward. Such a system would likely include:

1. A backboard of sorts to maintain the patient in the optimal
configuration with respect to the other components.

2. A pistonlike device for provision of anteroposterior compression and
active decompression.

3. A mechanism to attach the piston to the patient's chest for provision
of active decompression. This may be a suction cup device.

4. A gantry or arch anterior and above the patient for holding the piston
in position.

5. A circumferential or semicircumferential band or bladder for
provision of circumferential constriction, possibly applied to the
gantry and backboard.

Imagine, if you will, an archlike gantry that semisurrounds the chest
and is easily placed on the patient. At the center of this arch can be a
piston mechanism attached to the patient by a suction cup. A bladder
or band on the inside of the arch can provide partial circumferential
compression, whereas the piston can provide standard compression
and active decompression. Nearly full circumferential compression of
the chest might be accomplished by including a component of the
circumferential mechanism into the backboard. The impedance
threshold device is separate and may be inserted into the airway.

Like all mechanical devices, such a system has the advantage of not
fatiguing. Incorporation of the electrode pads on the patient-side
surface of the piston, circumferential constriction band, or backboard
would be relatively straightforward and would allow anteroposterior
electrical countershock without interruption of chest compression
[21]. If, in the future, it is demonstrated that synchronization of CPR
with pseudo-pulseless electrical activity is effective [22], such synchro-
nization could also be incorporated into the device.

Clinical application of devices has generally been associated with
prolonged interruptions in CPR [23]. This may be addressed by applying
the device before any CPR-related reperfusion or the minimization of
the interruption by use of "pit stop" approaches. Regardless, the design
of the next-generation device should try to address the interruption
issue comprehensively from the beginning.

A prototype of this device would be relatively easy to construct and
test in the laboratory. For it to be worthwhile to proceed with clinical
development and randomized clinical trials, I would propose that the
system should consistently raise coronary perfusion pressure and re-
turn of spontaneous circulation at least 50% in porcine models with
prolonged downtime and minimal epinephrine. This result should be
sufficiently robust that it is easily replicated in laboratories not directly
involved in the initial development and completely free of intellectual
and financial bias.
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When death occurs without warning in the midst of life, it is clear
that BLS performed with hands will remain the first-line therapy, at
least in the near future. The big question is what will be done when
more advanced resources have arrived. I propose a machine-based
combination-of-combinations as a bridge to extracorporeal therapies.

Disclosure

The author has intellectual property in the area of mechanical CPR
and is a consultant to companies that sell mechanical CPR devices.
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